
 

 

400FLY

The yacht’s dynamic shape is a clear extension of Gale-

on’s characteristic design, with large windows merging 

with the hull form under acute angles. The upper deck 

is accessible by a comfortable staircase.
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Galeon 400 FLY joined the fourth-generation yacht family, as one 

of the smallest models to offer the innovative “Beach Mode”.  

The yacht has been designed to offer the highest tier of manoeu-

vrability and stability while on the waves. The interior comes in a few possible 

modern variants, with additional options available upon request.

The main deck welcomes the guests with a comfortable sofa and a table,  

a richly-equipped galley and a large helm, all of them well-sunlit. The incred-

ible and everyone’s favourite feature - the “Beach Mode” optimizes the use of 

the deck space.

Below deck, guests will find two full-sized cabins, one of which, the owner’s 

cabin, is situated in the aft. Two separate bathrooms offer extra comfort to 

the guests. All the cabins are of full standing height and offer additional stor-

age space, ideal for longer cruises.

The aft cockpit provides functional and well-planned space, with the sofa and 

table convertible into a sundeck. The front cockpit is a recreation space, with  

a large suntanning mattress. The yacht’s standard version is powered with 

twin Volvo Penta engines. 



 





Put down the sides and extend the amount of space in the cockpit - genius!      

A backrest is cleverly hidden in the sunbathing area at the bow      

The large flybridge is the centre of  
attention
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400 FLY - Dark walnut gloss 
Natural wood, embroidered upholstery, corian countertops, 
alcantara - this is a recipe for a luxurious interior



Guest cabin with en suite bathroom and glazing in the ceiling      Hand-made headboard of a huge bed and an extendable seat in the master cabin      

Elegant sofas create a wonderful space to receive guests     Impressive lighting and huge windows wonderfully illuminate the saloon      



 

400 FLY - Oak matte 
Double helmsman’s position with convenient access to the galley



The master cabin features a rounded design, modern lighting and clever amenities      Notice the skylights above and lots of storage space      

The bathrooms have a separate dry area      Folding door in the saloon allows you to open this space to the outside      



 

400 FLY - Lat grey 
The saloon with a galley offers a refined design with a luxurious finish



Guest cabin with en suite bathroom      Notice the natural wood, alcantara and stainless steel elements that we finish by hand      

The full-size window at the helmsman’s seat opens completely to the side      A single windshield combined with huge windows allows you to enjoy the wonderful views      



      Fully equipped helmsman’s position on the flybridge       Plenty of space to sit on comfortable sofas

      Impressive wet bar with grill in the stern       Comfortable sunbathing area in the bow
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Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 
1

Bridge clearance 
2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition
 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

*  – with extended stern platform     

400 FLY

T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O NL A Y O U T S

PLEASURE 
OF BOATING


